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There are serious whispers of a Shakespeare Curse. This is because nothing in the traditional Shakespeare
biography is reflected in any of his works. However, the vast majority of Shakespearean scholars contend that
Shakespeare wrote all his own plays. If the Stratford Man was Shakespeare, then how did he acquire the
extensive knowledge displayed in the plays, some of it only obtainable at a university, which the experts admit
he never attended? Generally speaking, those of high rank who wrote poetry or drama did not seek publication
or compensation for what they wrote. Their plays blended the old morality drama with classical theory to
produce a new secular form. They point out that other playwrights of the time also had sketchy histories and
came from modest backgrounds. The "reform of manners," which Horace considered the main function of
comedy, [11] survives in such episodes as the gulling of Malvolio. Another possibility is that he might have
been working as an assistant schoolmaster in Lancashire. Among the features of these plays are a redemptive
plotline with a happy ending, and magic and other fantastic elements. If he did, he would see how obvious it is
that his man, the Stratford Man, was not the great author, Shakespeare. The library occupied five large rooms.
In most other respects, though, the early tragedies are far closer to the spirit and style of moralities. How dare
a commoner with no real education become the most famous English wordsmith of all time? After their death,
however, the stigma of print would disappear, and their friends or descendants could openly publish their work
with their names. For the next few years, Shakespeare would produce his most famous dramas, including
Macbeth , Hamlet , and King Lear. There is no point arguing for Oxford, pro or con, until this point has been
settled. It is believed that he was an actor, and a skilled one, but we do not know when or how he learned his
trade or know a single role he played. Though entitled to a third of his estate, little seems to have gone to his
wife, Anne, whom he bequeathed his "second-best bed. Shakespeare was the most prolific dramatist of his era,
and the greatest, and was so acknowledged by his contemporaries â€” surely there should have been more
solid information about him. The field is full of men and women with damaged reputations and impaired
sanity. A different model was developed with the Blackfriars Theatre , which came into regular use on a long
term basis in  In Shakespeare's final period, he wrote several tragicomedies. Though graver in tone than the
comedies, they are not the dark tragedies of King Lear or Macbeth because they end with reconciliation and
forgiveness. So how she knows he was a dropout is unsupportable, but it does reveal her lack of objectivity
regarding Shakespeare, although there is a part of me that does think that it is quite possible that Shakespeare
was too cool for school. In these years, he responded to a deep shift in popular tastes, both in subject matter
and approach. The most serious and intense skepticism began in the 19th century when adoration for
Shakespeare was at its highest. Almost all of the plays written after the plague hit London are comedies,
perhaps reflecting the public's desire at the time for light-hearted fare. He and the great author shared the same
name but no fact during his lifetime connects him to a literary career. Canonical plays[ edit ] Except where
noted, the plays below are listed, for the thirty-six plays included in the First Folio of , according to the order
in which they appear there, with two plays that were not included Pericles, Prince of Tyre and The Two Noble
Kinsmen being added at the end of the list of comedies and Edward III at the end of the list of histories. While
there is much dispute about the exact chronology of Shakespeare plays , the plays tend to fall into three main
stylistic groupings. It is almost as if William Shakespeare has been systematically, deliberately removed from
the public forum. Apparently, he does not. The first major grouping of his plays begins with his histories and
comedies of the s. They care about Shakespeare and want to know more about him but they are unaware that
the so-called experts are keeping them in the dark. In the 20th century, new movements in scholarship and
performance have rediscovered and adopted his works. Today, his plays are highly popular and constantly
studied and reinterpreted in performances with diverse cultural and political contexts. Scholars call this period
the "lost years," and there is wide speculation on what he was doing during this period. The Comedy of Errors,
an adaptation of Menaechmi , follows the model of new comedy closely. The researcher in me was stimulated,
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the collector in me was titillated, the reader in me was captivated, and the worshipper of Shakespeare in me
was presented with a more realistic view of the practicalities of a man who left us with greatness while trying
to merely entertain the masses. At the turn of the decade, he responded to the vogue for dramatic satire
initiated by the boy players at Blackfriars and St. Both scenarios lock both parties into an unequal relationship
that subordinates one of them to the will of the other. The experts only put forth theories.


